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The digital software market place
For you as the user
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Welcome to the PLCnext Store
The world is in transition, digitalization is placing new demands on the automation industry.
Our aim is to create opportunities from challenges.
For this reason, Phoenix Contact has created PLCnext Technology – a new, open ecosystem
that provides versatile and ﬂexible opportunities, and that responds to the continual
convergence of the automation and IT worlds. The combination of an open control platform,
suitable software solutions, a continually growing community, and integration into the cloud
enables easy adaptation to the dynamically changing conditions.
We are convinced that only together can we succeed as an automation industry in completing
the successful transition into the digital world. In order that we can better exploit existing
potentials and drive innovations forward, the PLCnext Technology ecosystem has been
extended with a digital market place which enables the exchange and trade of existing software
solutions. With the PLCnext Store, Phoenix Contact is providing the PLCnext Community with
an open exchange platform.
Depending on the application, you are able to download software libraries for accelerated
programming or fully-programmed apps, and use them for your individual application purposes.
Thanks to a dynamically growing range, the variety and application possibilities are constantly
increasing.
Be inspired – the PLCnext Store provides innovative solutions and creative ideas, even for highly
specialized requirements.
It is time to utilize the collective intelligence of the entire automation industry. It is time to
think in new ways. It is time for the
PLCnext Store
install unexpected possibilities
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Extend your PLCnext Control devices with
versatile software functions
The PLCnext Store features software applications that enable you to expand the
functions of a PLCnext Control device directly and easily, thus enabling you to
signiﬁcantly accelerate your application development process. Here, various different
types of apps provide you with unlimited possibilities.

www.plcnextstore.com
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Transform your PLCnext Control
devices into fully functional
application-speciﬁc controllers
without additional programming
knowledge

Accelerate your engineering
processes through the integration of
turnkey software libraries
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Install function extensions for
your PLCnext Control devices,
such as cloud integration and
MQTT servers

n

Extend your programming
options with additional runtime
environments
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Beneﬁt from simple access to functions and
apps
Do you have a speciﬁc automation task and are looking for a software solution to
accelerate your programming, or would you like to use a function for which highly
speciﬁc expertise is necessary? Have a look around in the PLCnext Store and use the
appropriate software solution in your application in just a few steps.

Install extraordinary possibilities!

1. Register

2. Assign

3. Purchase

4. Install

Set up an account in the
PLCnext Store and register your
PLCnext Control devices in the
store simply by entering the
printed code.

Select the desired app and
assign this to one of the
registered controllers, or ﬁle
the desired software library in
your license pool.

Complete the purchase. Utilize
secure payment methods.

Install the software to
accelerate your programming or
to take advantage of specialist
expertise.
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Become a part of the PLCnext Community
Their is a growing community surrounding
PLCnext Technology. Take advantage of
tutorials, open-source software, FAQs, and
many other contributions on a wide range
of digital platforms, such as YouTube and
GitHub.
The PLCnext fan page provides an
overview of the range at
www.phoenixcontact.com/plcnext

You can also enter into direct contact with
other users and our experts, and take part
in discussions in our forum:
www.plcnext-community.net

In dialog with customers and partners worldwide
Phoenix Contact is a globally present, Germany-based market leader. Our group
is synonym for future-oriented components, systems, and solutions in the ﬁelds of
electrical engineering, electronics, and automation. A global network across more than
100 countries, and 17,400 employees ensure a close proximity to our
customers, which we believe is particularly important.
The wide variety of our innovative products makes
it easy for our customers to ﬁnd future-oriented
solutions for different applications and industries.
We especially focus on the ﬁelds of energy,
infrastructure, process and factory automation.
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You will ﬁnd our complete
product range at:

PHOENIX CONTACT GmbH & Co. KG
Flachsmarktstraße 8
32825 Blomberg, Germany
Phone: +49 52 35 3-00
Fax: +49 52 35 3-4 12 00
E-mail: info@phoenixcontact.com
phoenixcontact.com
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